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THE SENSEABLE CITY CONSORTIUM

Different actors sit at the same table to invent the city of the future:
Firenze, Amsterdam, Saragoza, Copenhagen, Scottish Islands

Identifying common problems and inventing technology-based
solutions to be prototyped and tested



RESEARCH MERIT OF THE PARTERSHIP WITH FLORENCE

Municipal Wi-Fi as opportunity for local development.
How?  Charter of Florence

Innovation in research and advanced services on tourism.
How?  Flickr analysis



Spotting the Tourist

Using Explicitly Disclosed Location
Information in Flickr for Urban
and Mobility Analysis.
A Proof of Concept

Fabien Girardin principal investigator
Filippo Dal Fiore project coordination
Carlo Ratti project direction



How do tourists move inside the Province?MAIN research question What can we know of excursionists?

SUB research question How do tourists move inside the Province?



HYPOTHESES

depending on the tourists’ nationality and the period of the year,
preferred destinations and routes are likely to change

the number of excursionists is likely to change over the course
of the year and some nationalities are likely
to be overrepresented



data available so far

   Hotel presences    Anecdotal evidence   Museum presences



all the rest remain invisible!
… but nowadays tourists leave digital traces behind them





 TECHNICAL PROCESS



OUR SAMPLE FROM FLICKR

period of 2 years (2006-2007)

Province: 81.017 photos
City: 43.428 photos

Province: 4280 photographers (3994 visitors)
City: 2755 photographers (2630 visitors)



TYPES OF RESULTS







→ Density of tourists









→ Movements of tourists (“Flickr traces”)





AMERICANS ITALIANS





→ Inbound/outbound movements of tourists









→ Density of tourists during the year



Province of Florence



ANIMATIONS



30



31



WHY THIS WORK IS VERY INNOVATIVE 

   Tool to absorb and map the emerging vast amount of people-generated data

   Infrastructure-free and easily scalable

   For the first time we are able to “reveal the invisible”

   Rich data due to the act of communication inherent to georeferencing a photo



OPPORTUNITIES LIMITATIONS

Tourist sample is skewed
Data not fully trustable

Specific database queries
(i.e. per nationality)
Devise a flow analysis tool
Cross-validate with other data
(i.e surveys, Web 2.0)
Return collective knowledge to users



thank you!
fabien girardin (fabieng@mit.edu)


